
Specialty Items

Custom Print Box with 15 Mounted 5 x 7s - $750
A beautiful custom designed box containing images/text. 

The box will hold 15 5x7 prints mounted on styrene for table top display

IMAGES ON CD:
With a photo CD, you will receive a copyright limited-release form allowing you e-mail or printing privileges for your own 

personal use.  Sam I Am Photography, retains original copyrights to all images.  The photos are shot at very high resolution, 
so you will need photo software to resize the image in order to view, print or e-mail from your home computer. There is a 
$10.00 charge added to each order for packaging, handling and shipping.  Your photo package will be mailed directly to 

your home in approximately 3 to 4 weeks.

Five digital files $625  * Ten digital files $1000 * Up to thirty-five digital files $1750

Spring Special: 10 images $850

Fine Art Metals 
Fine Art Metals are a very modern approach to hanging art.We start the 
printing process by adding a layer of white ink to the surface of 1”-deep 
brushed aluminum boxes. Your image is then printed on top of the white 
base coat. Sizes include 16x16, 16x23.5,19.5x19.5, and 19.5x23.5. 
They come ready to hang.

Fine Art Murals 
These are amazing. One image split to print each portion on 11.7x11.7” brushed aluminum 
tiles. Each tile is then linked using silver snap rings and mounted to the wall using the 
bracket included in your order. Complete the look of the large hanging by adding the 
finishing bracket to the bottom tiles of the mural. Once mounted, the mural will hang 
approximately 1” off the wall. Sizes include 24x24, 24x36, 24x48, and 36x48. 
Assembly is required.

For the fine art products please call for prices.
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